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RIVERMEAD ISLAND.
WET PAW PRINTS & FOND MEMORIES.
16.11.20
I set myself a lockdown task. Do something creative, get off your backside. We are now
in the second version. The first one was shocking and difficult. This one is more
subversive. We all know a lot more about it and we are developing our own coping
strategies. Does it help that this is a global pandemic? I don’t know. The graphs and
statistics mean less now.
We are encouraged to live narrow lives and inhabit bubbles. There is fear and then
there is the fear of fear. At what point will the measures in place become counterproductive and actively harmful. Certainly people with loved ones in care homes and
hospitals and those with life limiting conditions might argue that the state has
intervened in an overly authoritarian manner. As I write there have been
announcements that COVID vaccines have been developed and could be in supply by
spring of next year. Hurrah!
What have we got to celebrate? What have we got to cling onto that represents hope
and the promise of a life that endures. I believe we all have reasons to be grateful.

Allegra says; “Thus in the cauldron of transformation they undergo an alchemical
change by fire into smoke and air. The ashes can then be released into the river leaving
you free from the emotional hold that the old memories still exert.”
I will use the island as a metaphor for all the other islands in the Thames. And islands
everywhere that have a soul. All the other hopes and dreams and personal
descriptions that people might attach to their very own special places. We all have
“home” turf and areas and environments where we feel most comfortable. It’s
emotional.
What I am trying to do here is evoke a spirit of place. I hope my pictures and poems
honour the essential nature of a place that could be fictional in the sense that
somewhere like this resides within us all. The island is generous because it is open to
all comers. YOU bring sunshine or rain. This island in the river will reflect your moods
but it won’t criticise or judge. Step inside and lose yourself for just a little while.

I think we should start close to home. Our family, friends and community. We find
truth in our hearts and our minds. Sometimes it can be uncomfortable. That’s why I
write poetry. I think it is the language of the soul. For me it is catharsis. I can’t right
the wrongs but I might bother their essence and write them out. To bring our demons
to the surface we must dig deep and then be prepared for full disclosure.

There are twenty one poems here. The number is not significant. They are burials and
they are births. Mostly I hope they are small versions of the truth.
Wet Paw Prints & Fond Memories has been in the making ever since my wife, Patrice
and I started walking on the island with Kiki, our first dog. It has just developed
through a love of dogs and the kindness of the ever huggable Daphne Clement who
drew us in and introduced us to the other owners and walkers.

I have spoken to my Rivermead friend Allegra who believes we must bring our deepest
fears and regrets out into the open. To witness them and honour them for what they
are, then burn the written words. Hold a ceremony, a private wake, invoking all the
spirits who might wish to speak to have their say, to have their presence felt. Renounce
the pain and make ready to be generous again with life.

Daphne is an artist and has been resident in Sunbury for over 50 years. What I have
tried to encapsulate here is a snapshot. Daphne must have the final word and if you
really want to know about the island and its people she is the one to go to. I have
simply indulged myself here as a way of keeping my creative juices flowing and
putting two fingers up to this COVID misery. We all must rise above it and flourish.
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RIVERMEAD
The island brims with life,
all sorts
A confection of types who rub along
mostly
with a dog or two in tow who chase
their owners balls - “ ooh missus “
Or if they are obedient they’ll cock an ear
at some heartfelt command and come to heel
for a treat
The island brims with life,
all sorts
A concatenation of imploring shouts
to recalcitrant hounds who have learnt
to “cock a deaf un” unless the price is right
And so it is
most mornings this riverside field of dreams
resembles more a Benny Hill or cartoon chase
The natural order entirely up-ended
The island brims with life,
all sorts
Allegra and Daf, Merial, Patrice, Regi and I,
Ronnie Barker, Tinker Bell, Ozzy, Rocco, Daisy and Ronnie,
cockahoop that another day is under way
and we can share the harvest of our bright thoughts
with the trees and their leaves
the river and its moods
Our shared and growing memories on a loop
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A MESSAGE OF SORTS
A white rag rides the wind
An urgent breath that rasps against roofs
as it complains at closed spaces.
The writer sits, a quiet thing, compressed. Alone.
Across each still page
those that slumber wait
to find a word that might animate
the being within.
All across the world cells divide.
Skin f lakes from dormant forms.
Winds roar and shake or,
rain spills or the sun bakes.
Each sound, each tremulous experience
is plaintive. Past capture.
We accelerate beyond NOW with slippy fingers,
looking back and taking stock of the lost ball.
Outside the wind has risen
Howling. Hungry. Wolf-like.
Immune to sentimental postcards from
the edge of self.
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SWAN’S REST ISL AND. WATERCOLOUR. Daphne Clement
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8.12.20
We must look at our island as a piece of cake
Each tier colour coded to tell a story and convey
A warning to those who would venture out without a take
On protective clothing and the requisite attitude or else they say
This pandemic will spread unchecked and bloat
The statistics that threaten to rock this particular boat
Each tier colour coded to tell a story and convey
Peaks and troughs. Colour charts and history
So future generations will look and learn to say
Those that suffered most were those that did not obey
The rules, set out like music in different tongues
To make it plain to whomsoever it belongs
A warning to those who would venture out without a take
On the lessons future generations might be compelled to say
Were lost on those fools who made mistake after mistake
Whilst washing their hands and reciting nursery rhythms all day
From two metres of respectful distance
Ungainly in their ghoulish happenstance
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On protective clothing and the requisite attitude or else they say
The strangest scenes were commonplace
At the outbreak, way-back, scene-setting for a play
Hand sanitizer and toilet rolls were changing hands way above the facevalue and a black market sprang up offering
everyday items that people took to pilfering
This pandemic will spread unchecked and bloat
If the new regimen is not enforced
Ladies and gentlemen’s dreams remain af loat
On the science and goodwill that has been outsourced
But on this the anniversary of the death of John Lennon
the first vaccine was administered to spare us from Armageddon.
The statistics that threaten to rock this particular boat
Are locked and loaded in history
The end is in sight. Pick up your hat and coat
Walk out from all of this artificial misery
Christmas is just around the corner, hark, the journeys end
Come together in good cheer and repair. Spend. Spend.Spend.
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“I once stopped the car alongside Rivermead Island
Half a dozen Jays had settled on the ground
They are usually solitary and gone in a f lash
A once in lifetime moment”!
ILLUSTRATION BY IAN CUNLIFFE
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This is a snapshot. Some words and pictures that coalesce as a memory.
The f loods of 2014 are remembered here, a man drowning, wild
swimmers, dogs barking. The seasons and moods are ref lections of our
shared humanity. Daphne’s water colours show us how the island has
endured and lends to all of those who go there a sense of shared
ownership. A respect for something that will always give more than it
receives. And in that we learn humility. So join me please and salute
this island in the Thames. A jewel. A wet paw print, the place we will
celebrate Allegra’s birthday on the 23rd of December and make a toast
to the coming New Year.

Mike Doherty has been writing poems all his life, and is a published poet and member of the Poetry Society.
This collection is dedicated to all the visitors to Rivermead Island, Sunbury; both two and four legged.
Published during the third lockdown of the COVID 19 pandemic – February 2021
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